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Abstract

In this work, we present a new a posteriori error estimator based on the Vari-
ational Multiscale method for anisotropic adaptive fluid mechanics problems.
The general idea is to combine the large scale error based on the solved part
of the solution with the sub-mesh scale error based on the unresolved part of
the solution. We compute the latter with two different methods: one using
the stabilizing parameters and the other using bubble functions. We propose
two different metric tensors Hiso and Hnew

aniso. They are both defined by the
recovered Hessian matrix of the solution and rely on the sub-grid scale error
estimator. Thus, we develop a new anisotropic local error indicator and we
test it for mesh adaptation on convection-dominated benchmarks in 2D and
3D. The results show that the proposed error indicator leads to enhanced
and accurate solutions while using a drastically reduced number of elements.

Keywords: CFD; VMS; Error Estimator; Mesh Adaptation;
Convection-Diffusion.

1. Introduction

The use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for industrial appli-
cations has been in constant increase for the last decades. Researchers are
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continuously developing new techniques to reach higher level of precision.
Nevertheless, to comply with industrial expectations, a trade-off has to be
found between high precision results and high computational costs [1]. Dif-
ferent strategies can be found in the literature. Most of them are related to
high order elements (see [2, 3, 4]), parallel computing (see [5, 6, 7, 8]) or, in
particular, adaptive methods (see [9, 10, 11, 12]).

Indeed, adaptive methods make it possible to improve the accuracy and
the efficiency of numerical methods. In particular, anisotropic mesh adapta-
tion has proved to be powerful in capturing dynamically the heterogeneities
that can appear in numerous physical applications including those having
boundary or inner layers [13, 14]. In these cases, gradients of the solution
are highly directional and can be captured with a good accuracy using fewer
additional elements. These mesh adaptation techniques are based on local
modifications of an existing mesh. Usually, it consists in a local stretching
of the elements which is defined by a metric field. This metric field is built
from an error analysis on the mesh. In [15, 16, 17] for example, the error
analysis is done on the edges of the elements.

In fact, theories of anisotropic error estimation have been well developed,
leading to some standardization of the adaptation process. Error estimation
of the discretization error and in particular, of the interpolation error have
been performed in a number of works such as in [18, 19, 20]. From the inter-
polation error analysis, several recent results [21, 22, 20, 23, 24] have brought
renewed focus on metric-based mesh adaptation where the underling metric
is derived from a recovered Hessian. Indeed, the Hessian based metric mesh
adaptation has several advantages from which we note: (i) the general com-
putation framework, (ii) the relatively easy way of implementation and above
all, (iii) the robustness.

Despite the practical construction of this kind of anisotropic error es-
timators, the information derived from them is only an indicator for the
mesh adaptation mechanics. Indeed, the fine scale features related to some
dynamic flow solutions are still difficult to capture without considering the
PDE-dependent approximation error. The estimation of the latter involves
the development of multiscale a posteriori error estimators that can be com-
putationally prohibitive.
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However, the Variational Multiscale method (VMS) that we use to sta-
bilize our continuous finite element scheme provides, by construction, a cost
free PDE-dependent a posteriori error estimator. The VMS approach intro-
duced in [25, 26, 27, 28] consists in the splitting of the solution into a resolved
part (i.e. coarse scales) and an unresolved part (i.e. subscales). The resolu-
tion of unresolved part gives a direct access to the sub-mesh scale information
of the solution and allows us to compute an approximation error estimator
without solving any additional equation. Recently, several works related to
variational multiscale (or subscales) error estimators in the VMS framework
have been published. Granzow et al. in [29] developed an error representa-
tion for output quantities based on a dual enrichment technique. Also, in
[30], Baiges et al. proposed a general error estimator for the finite element
solution of solid mechanics problems. John et al. proposed in [31] a robust
residual-based a posteriori estimator for the SUPG finite element method
applied, in particular, to stationary convection-diffusion-reaction equations.

In this work, we compute the subscales error estimator using two different
methods. The first one uses stabilizing parameters derived from the VMS
analysis and local norms defined on the elements. It has been developed by
Hauke et al. in [32, 33] and provides an element-wise computation of the
error . Referring to Irisarri et al., the second method uses a linear combina-
tion of bubble functions to establish a pointwise computation of the error.
It has been developed for one-dimensional transport equation in [34] and for
2D transport equation in [35].

The first contribution of this paper is then to propose a new isotropic
mesh adaptation technique based on the previous subscales error estimator.
To do so, we define a new isotropic metric tensor Hiso and we solve an opti-
mization problem under the constraint of a fixed number of elements. Until
now, the variational multiscale error estimators were only derived for isotro-
pic mesh adaptation. In our work, we also propose to use the sub-mesh scale
information for anisotropic mesh adaptation.

The second contribution is therefore to combine both the coarse scales
interpolation error indicator and the subscales error estimator for anisotropic
mesh adaptation. To the best of our knowledge, such strategy has never been
tempted. To do so, we derive a new anisotropic metric tensor Hnew

aniso that
allows to take into account the anisotropic variations of the solution on the
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mesh and also relies upon the sub-grid information of the solution. This new
anisotropic mesh adaptation technique takes into account the finite element
VMS framework used for the numerical resolution of the convection-diffusion
equation. In fact, the VMS approach allows to quantify the a posteriori
subscales errors that can be used as weight to enrich the anisotropic error
indicator of the conventional Hessian based approach. Unlike existing ani-
sotropic a posteriori error estimators like [36, 37, 38] to mention a few, this
hybrid approach takes advantages from both a priori and a posteriori met-
hods. Indeed, we build an isotropic a posteriori error estimator targeting the
subscales and we combine it with an anisotropic a priori interpolation based
error indicator targeting the coarse scales.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Va-
riational Multi-Scale framework. From this mathematical background, we
present, in Section 3, the two different computation methods of the subsca-
les error estimator. Then, mesh adaptation is presented in Section 4. As
a reminder, we introduce the Hessian based anisotropic mesh adaptation in
Section 4.1. Then, we define the isotropic metric tensor Hiso built from the
subscales error estimator in Section 4.2. Finally, we present the new combi-
nation of the interpolation error indicator and the subscales error estimator
in Section 4.3. This combination is tested on 2D and 3D convection-diffusion
benchmarks in Section 5. In this last section, an error analysis of the exact
error is made to highlight the two contributions of the paper.

2. Convection-diffusion equation in the Variational Multi-Scale fra-
mework

To begin this paper, let’s introduce some notations. Referring to Irissarri
et al. in [35], we express the partial differential equation as:

Lu = f in Ω
u = g on Γg
Bu = h on Γh

(1)

where B is an operator acting on the boundary that defines the natural
boundary condition; and L is a generic differential operator. g is the value of
the Dirichlet boundary condition and h determines the Neumann boundary
condition. In this work, we consider only Dirichlet boundary conditions. For
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the case of a convection-diffusion equation, we have:

Lu = −a∆u+ v · ∇u (2)

where a is the diffusion coefficient and v the velocity field.

We define the solution and test function spaces as standard Sobolev spa-
ces:

S = {u ∈ H1(Ω) | u = g on Γg}
V = {w ∈ H1(Ω) | w = 0 on Γg}

(3)

The variational formulation of Eq. 1 is:{
Find u ∈ S such that:

a(w, u) = (w, f), ∀w ∈ V
(4)

where a(., .) is a bilinear form, (., .) the L2(Ω) inner product.

2.1. The Galerkin finite element formulation

Applying the Finite Element Method (FEM), we mesh the domain into
nel non-overlapping elements Ωe. We write Ω̃ and Γ̃ as:

Ω̃ =

nel⋃
e=1

Ωe Γ̃ =

nel⋃
e=1

Γe \ Γ (5)

We define the Finite Element solution and weighting function spaces Sh ⊂
S and Vh ⊂ V such that:

Sh = {uh ∈ H1(Ω) | uh|Ωe ∈ Pk, uh|Γg = g ∀Ωe ∈ Ω̃}
Vh = {wh ∈ H1(Ω) | wh|Ωe ∈ Pk, wh|Γg = 0 ∀Ωe ∈ Ω̃} (6)

with Pk the space of polynomial of degree k. In this paper, we will only use
linear elements, hence k = 1.

With these definitions, we apply the standard Galerkin method:{
Find uh ∈ Sh such that,

a(wh, uh) = (wh, f), ∀wh ∈ Vh
(7)

It is well known that this formulation is unstable and leads to spurious
oscillations when the convective term of the equation is dominant. For this
reason, we stabilize the formulation using the Streamline Upwind Petrov-
Galerkin (SUPG) numerical scheme.
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2.2. Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) method

The Streamline Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) method consists in in-
troducing stabilizing terms in the standard Galerkin formulation. To do so,
for all terms in Eq. (7), we replace the weighting function wh by a new
weighting function wh + τev · ∇wh. This modification of the formulation is
usually interpreted as adding more weight to the node upstream, reducing
the weight on the node downstream. It adds an artificial weighted diffusion
along the streamline direction. This stabilization is done locally and on each
element we have:

a(wh + τev · ∇wh, uh) = (wh + τev · ∇wh, f) ∀wh ∈ Vh (8)

Thanks to the bi-linearity of a(., .) and of the L2(Ω) inner product, the for-
mulation can be written as:

a(wh, uh) + a(τev · ∇wh, uh)− (τev · ∇wh, f) = (wh, f) ∀wh ∈ Vh (9)

And so,

a(wh, uh) + (τev · ∇wh,Luh − f) = (wh, f) ∀wh ∈ Vh (10)

Finally, summing on each element, we have a new bi-linear form aτ (., .)
and we can write the following formulation:

aτ (wh, uh) = a(wh, uh) +
∑
Ωe∈Ω̃

(v · ∇wh, τe(Luh − f))Ωe = (wh, f) ∀wh ∈ Vh

(11)
Concerning the choice of the stabilizing parameter τe, we refer to Hughes

et al. in [39] and we choose:

τe =
he

2||v||2

(
coth(PeΩe)−

1

PeΩe

)
(12)

where he is the local mesh size, computed as described in [16]. PeΩe is the
local Peclet number defined as:

PeΩe =
||v||2he

2a
(13)
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Remark 1. In order to study the error of this numerical scheme, we use the
Variational Multiscale analysis. In fact, it has to be noted that the SUPG
scheme can be considered as a particular form of the generalized VMS for-
mulation. Indeed, the stabilizing term of Eq. (11) can also be seen as the
effect of the subscales on the coarse scales. Hughes gives more details about
this concordance in [28].

2.3. The Variational Multi-Scale formulation

The VMS formulation consists in decomposing the solution and test
functions spaces into two sub-spaces: a mesh scale subspace (or coarse scales)
(Sh,Vh) and an under-mesh scale subspace (or subscales) (S ′,V ′) such that
S = Sh ⊕ S ′ and V = Vh ⊕ V ′. Therefore, we can decompose the solution
and test functions as follow:

u = uh + u′, uh ∈ Sh, u′ ∈ S ′
w = wh + w′, wh ∈ Wh, w′ ∈ S ′ (14)

Thanks to the orthogonality between the coarse scales subspace and the
subscales subspace, the variational form can be split into a coarse scales
sub-problem and a subscales sub-problem [39]:

a(wh, uh) + a(wh, u
′) = (wh, f) ∀wh ∈ Vh

a(w′, uh) + a(w′, u′) = (w′, f) ∀w′ ∈ V ′ (15)

We start by solving the subscales sub-problem (second equation). For smooth
functions on the element interior but rough across the inter-element boun-
daries, the integration by parts leads to the following equation:

a(w′, u′) = −a(w′, uh) + (w′, f)
a(w′, u′) = −(w′,Luh − f)− (w′, [Buh])Γ̃ − (w′,Buh)Γh

∀w′ ∈ V ′ (16)

where the jump term [.] represents the difference of the fluxes on both sides
of the element boundaries (see [40] for more details). An analytic solution
of problem (16) can be found. This solution will be developed in the next
subsection.

3. A posteriori error estimation on solution’s subscales

In fact, the VMS analysis gives access to a solution of the subscales u′.
Considering the relation u = uh + u′, this part of the solution can also be
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considered as the subscales error. However, u′ is not explicitly computed
during the simulation. To obtain it, we use an a posteriori computation.

In this paper, we use two different methods for the a posteriori computa-
tion of the subscales error estimator. Both methods are residual based and
rely on convection-dominated regime assumptions:

• The first method consists in computing the error estimator as the mul-
tiplication of the stabilizing parameter’s norm and the residual’s norm.
The computation is done element-wise because of the local definition
of the stabilizing parameter and the local error norms used.

• The second method does not use the stabilizing parameter. The error
estimator is computed thanks to the pointwise error estimation of Iris-
arri et al. in [35]. It uses a set of bubble functions as a substitution of
the subscales Green’s functions.

In this section, we give the key features of these two computation met-
hods.

3.1. Computation of the error estimator with stabilizing parameters

Going back to Section 2.3, we had the following sub-problem for the
subscales:

a(w′, u′) = −(w′,Luh − f)− (w′, [Buh])Γ̃ − (w′,Buh)Γh
∀w′ ∈ V ′

According to [39], this problem can be solved analytically using Green’s
function g′(x,y). We have the following paradigm:

u′(x) = −
∫

Ω̃y

g′(x,y)(Luh−f)(y)dΩy−
∫

Γ̃y

g′(x,y)([Buh])(y)dΓy−
∫

Γhy

g′(x,y)(Buh)(y)dΓy

(17)
This error estimator includes:

• Interior residuals, Luh − f in Ω̃

• Inter-elements residuals, [Buh] on Γ̃

• Natural boundary condition residual Buh on Γh
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From here, multiple cases can be considered. In this work, we use linear
shape functions with a piecewise constant source term f . Therefore, we
can make the assumption that the residual Luh − f is P0. Furthermore,
we only have Dirichlet boundary conditions. Thus, we neglect the effects
of the boundary condition residual. Finally, as for all convection-dominated
regimes, we will first consider the smooth case, i.e. that the discontinuity of
the subscales is not preponderant and that the inter-elements residuals can
be neglected. With these assumptions, we write:

u′(x) ≈ −
∫

Ω̃y

g′(x,y)(Luh − f)(y)dΩy (18)

We will also make the assumption that the error has a local influence.
Thus, we can replace the subscales Green’s function by a local Green’s
function that vanishes at the element boundary, i.e., ge(x,y) = 0 on Γe.
We can write:

g′(x,y) ≈ ge(x,y) ≈ τeδ(y− x) (19)

with,

τe =
1

meas(Ωe)

∫
Ωe,x

∫
Ωe,y

ge(x,y)dΩe,xdΩe,y (20)

In [40], the author shows that the above assumptions work well for convection-
dominated regimes. In fact, numerical experiments show that for high Peclet
number flows and stabilized solutions, the contribution of jump terms is neg-
ligible.

From here, we can therefore write a local error estimator like the following:

u′(x)|Ωe ≈ −
∫

Ωe

ge(x,y)(Luh−f)(y)dΩy = −
∫

Ωe

τeδ(y−x)(Luh−f)(y)dΩy = −τe(Luh−f)(x)

(21)
Taking the L2 norm, we can finally write the following local error estima-

tor for the solution subscales:

||u′(x)||L2,Ωe
= |τe| ||Luh − f ||L2,Ωe

(22)

We know the expression of τe from the application of the SUPG met-
hod and we can a posteriori compute the P0 residual in our finite element
computation domain. As said in the introduction, the sub-scale information
computed here is element-wise and can be used as such in mesh adaptation.
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3.2. Computation of the error estimator with high order bubbles functions

In this section, we use the work of Irisarri et al. in [35]. This time, we
apply a pointwise computation of the error estimator. This computation
method consists in decomposing the error into two components according to
the nature of the residuals:

u′(x) = u′bub(x) + u′poll(x). (23)

The first term u′bub is the internal residual error and it is related to the
local internal residual, f−Luh, inside the elements. As we will see later, this
part of the error is modeled locally thanks to a set of bubble functions. The
second term u′poll is the inter-element error. It represents the pollution error
due to sources of errors outside the element. As said in the previous section, it
is negligible when considering convection-dominated regime. Consequently,
in this paper we will consider only the internal residual error and suppose
that:

u′(x) ≈ u′bub(x). (24)

3.2.1. Practical aspects of computation

As proposed by Irisarri et al. in [35], the way of obtaining a numerical
solution of u′bub is by solving the following discrete problem:{

Find u′bub ∈ Shbub such that

a(w′bub, u
′
bub) = (w′bub, f − Luh), ∀w′bub ∈ Shbub

(25)

This time, the error component is expressed with a combination of bubble
functions:

u′bub(x) =

nbub∑
i=1

cbibi(x) (26)

Considering bubbles functions of order 3, we have:

u′bub(x) = cb1b1(x) + cb2b2(x) + cb3b3(x) (27)

with cbi unknown constant to be determined.

Referring to [41], the definition of the first bubble function b1(x) is the
following:

b1(x) = (d+ 1)d+1

d+1∏
i=1

λ̂i (28)
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where d is the dimension of the problem and λ̂i are the barycentric coordi-
nates in the reference element.

The next bubble functions b2(x) and b3(x) are built by adding the mono-
mials of the Pascal triangle with center in the barycenter ce = (ξe, ηe) of the
element. For example, in 2D, in the reference element: Ωref = {(ξ, η) : 0 ≤
ξ ≤ 1; 0 ≤ η ≤ 1− ξ}, we choose the following bubble functions:

b1(ξ, η) = 27× ξη(1− ξ − η)
b2(ξ, η) = 27× ξη(1− ξ − η)(ξ − ξb)
b3(ξ, η) = 27× ξη(1− ξ − η)(η − ηb)

(29)

with ce = (ξb, ηb), ξb = 1/3 and ηb = 1/3.

Approximating u′bub(x) by Taylor series and neglecting the second order
terms, we have an expression of u′bub(x) close to the centroid ci of the element
[35]:

u′bub(x) ≈ b1(x)(f−Luh)(ci)+bey1
(x)

d(f − Luh)
dy1

|y=ci+b
e
y2

(x)
d(f − Luh)

dy2

|y=ci+HO

(30)
where:

bey1
=

∫
Ωe

ge(x,y)(y1 − ci,1)dΩy and bey2
=

∫
Ωe

ge(x,y)(y2 − ci,2)dΩy (31)

As said before, we make the assumption that the residual f −Luh is P0.
Therefore, we have:

d(f − Luh)
dy1

|y1=ci =
d(f − Luh)

dy2

|y2=ci = 0 (32)

Consequently, the internal residual can be simply expressed as follows:

u′bub(x) = b1(x)(f − Luh)(ci) (33)

Developing the residual with the convection-diffusion generic operator L, we
have:

u′bub(x) = b1(x)(f(ci) + a∆uh(ci)− v · ∇uh(ci)) (34)
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Then, uh is P1, therefore, ∇uh(ci) is a constant inside the element and
∆uh(ci) = 0. For this reason, we finally get:

u′bub(x) = b1(x)(f(ci)− v · ∇uh(ci)) (35)

The above computation of the error estimator is pointwise. In fact, the
error estimator is given at each point x of the domain. However, to include
the error information in the mesh adaptation, we need an information of
the error inside each element. To get this information, we can compute 3
different types of norm: L1, L2 and L∞. We recall here the definition of
these 3 norms:

||u′bub||L1(Ωe) = |Ωe| ×
∑

16i6Ninterp

|u′bub(xi)| (36)

||u′bub||L2(Ωe) =
√
|Ωe| ×

√ ∑
16i6Ninterp

|u′bub(xi)|2 (37)

||u′bub||L∞(Ωe) = max
{
|u′bub(x)| | x = (xi)16i6Ninterp

}
(38)

where (xi)16i6Ninterp
are the interpolation points defined by the integration

points of the bubble function b1(x) and Ninterp is the number of interpolation
points.

3.2.2. Validation of the error estimator computation with bubbles functions

Now that we have developed practical computation aspects, we validate
the computation on a benchmark of a convection-diffusion equation. To do
so, we take the example given in [35] of an error estimation where the FEM
is stabilized by the SUPG scheme. We recall that the differential operator
is given by: Lu = −a∆u + v · ∇u with a = 0.03, f = 1, v = (1, 1) and
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.

We compute the SUPG solution on P1 triangular elements instead of the
Q2 bilinear quadrilateral elements used in the referred paper. Therefore, we
choose a number of elements in order to get approximately the same SUPG
solution in comparison with Irisarri et al.. We choose to divide each square
cells in 8 triangles and we obtain a mesh of 512 triangular elements. We
compare our SUPG solution with the reference on Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the SUPG solution between Irisarri et al. [35] (left) and our
solution (right)

Then, we compute the error estimate ||u′bub||L∞(Ωe) as explain in the pre-
vious subsection. We compare our results with the referred paper on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Comparison of error estimate between Irisarri et al. [35] (left) and our error
estimation (right)

Remark 2. . As the reader will notice, we don’t have the same graphic
representation between the two figures. In fact, the graphic representation
of Irisarri et al. keep the pointwise definition of the error estimator. It is
therefore a point cloud representation. On the contrary, we use an element-
wise graphic representation. We use this representation because, as we will
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see, we only need the maximum value inside the element for our use of the
error estimator in mesh adaptation.

Despite the difference in graphic representations, we observe a good con-
cordance between the computation of Irisarri et al. and our computation. In
fact, we reach approximately the same maximal values inside the elements
and the error is located in the same area for both computations. Therefore,
we validate the computation of the error estimator with bubble functions. We
will see in the next section how to use this information in mesh adaptation.

4. Mesh adaptation with the subscales error estimator

In this section, we propose 3 different types of mesh adaptation:

1. An isotropic mesh adaptation: This technique uses the previously des-
cribed subscales error estimator. From the latter, we build an isotropic
metric tensor Hiso to adapt the mesh.

2. An anisotropic mesh adaptation (described in [5]): This technique uses
the anisotropic local interpolation error indicator. From the latter, we
derived an anisotropic metric tensor Haniso to adapt the mesh.

3. A new anisotropic mesh adaptation: This technique uses a new aniso-
tropic local error indicator that takes into account (i) the interpolation
error indicator and (ii) the subscales error estimator. From the latter,
we derive a new metric tensor Hnew

aniso.

As a reminder, we start by introducing the principles of anisotropic mesh
adaptation and the construction of the anisotropic metric tensor Haniso.
Then, the isotropic tensor Hiso based on the subscales error estimator is
defined in Section 4.2. Finally, a combination between the anisotropic local
error indicator and the subscales error estimator is proposed and the new
metric tensor Hnew

aniso is defined in Section 4.3.

4.1. Principles of anisotropic mesh adaptation

To discretize our computational domain, we use anisotropic and unstruc-
tured meshes. It implies that we can stretch the elements in certain directions
according to the solution features. To do so, we start by performing an er-
ror analysis on the mesh. Then, to correlate the error with the geometry, a
metric field is defined. From this metric field, an anisotropic error indica-
tor is defined and used as a functional for a re-meshing optimization problem.
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Let us consider a certain triangulation Ωh. We can derive an upper bound
of the approximation error using an interpolation error analysis in the Lp

norm. Referring to Almeida et al. in [18], this upper bound is expressed
thanks to the recovered Hessian of the approximated solution uh. In fact,
using P1 linear elements, we usually cannot compute directly the Hessian
of the solution. Instead, we compute an approximation called the recovered
Hessian matrix:

||u− uh||Lp(Ω) ≤ C ′N−αΩh
||HR(uh)(x)||pLp(Ωe) (39)

where α ≥ 0, NΩh
the number of elements of the mesh, HR(uh)(x) the reco-

vered Hessian matrix and C ′ is independent of the element size.

To apply the re-meshing strategy, we build an equilateral tetrahedron in
the metric space. As in [5], it is defined at an arbitrary point P by the local
metric field M:

M(P ) =
1

h1(P )
e1 ⊗ e1 + ...+

1

hd(P )
ed ⊗ ed (40)

with (ei)i=1,d the eigenvectors of HR(uh(x)) and hi(P ) the mesh sizes in the
ei directions.

However, the recovered Hessian matrix is not a metric because it is not
positive definite. Therefore, we define the following metric tensor:

Haniso = RΛRT (41)

where R is the orthogonal matrix built with the eigenvectors (ei)i=1,d of
HR(uh(x)) and Λ = diag(|λ1|, ..., |λd|) is the diagonal matrix of absolute
value of the eigenvalues of HR(uh(x)). This metric tensor can also be written
as follow:

Haniso = RΛRT = |λ1|e1 ⊗ e1 + ...+ |λd|ed ⊗ ed (42)

Here, we want to align the mesh with the solution field u. It means that we
want the error to be equi-distributed on each direction of the domain. To do
so, the shape of each element have to be such that the local error is equal
in any direction. It is equivalent to say that the local error is constant per
element in the principal directions of curvature. Therefore, we have:

|λ1|h2
1 = ... = |λd|h2

d = cte (43)
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Following the work of Mesri et al., we introduce the following local error
indicator in the Lp norm:

ηΩe = d|Ωe|
1
p |λd(x0)|h2

d (44)

where |λd(x0)| is the maximum eigenvalues of HR(uh(x)) corresponding to
direction d, |Ωe| is the volume of the element and hd is the length of the
element in direction d.

In [5], the authors define a minimization problem where the functional is
the error indicator of Eq. (44). This optimization problem is expressed as
follow:

Find hΩe = {h1,Ωe , ..., hd,Ωe}, Ωe ∈ Ωh that minimizes the cost function:

F (hΩe) =
∑

Ωe∈Ωh

(ηΩe)
p

under the constraint:

NΩ′h
= C−1

0

∑
Ωe∈Ωh

∫
Ωe

d∏
i=1

1

hi,Ωe

dΩe

where C0 is the volume of a regular tetrahedron and Ω′h is the new triangulation.
(45)

Then, this multidimensional optimization problem is replaced by a one-
dimensional optimization problem. The unknown is no more hΩe but the
mesh size corresponding to the max of the (hi,Ωe)16i6d. The way of dealing
with anisotropy is via stretching factors (si,Ωe)16i6d−1 defined between the
mesh sizes (hi,Ωe)16i6d. The solution is given by Mesri et al. in [5]. In 3D
and Lp norm, it is expressed thanks to the following theorem:

Theorem 1. For d = 3, the optimization problem (45) has a unique solution
and is given by:

h3,Ωe =

[
β

(2p+3)
3

C1,Ωe

∫
Ωe

C2,ΩedΩe

] 1
2(p+3)

h2,Ωe = s2,Ωeh3,Ωe

h1,Ωe = s1,Ωes2,Ωeh3,Ωe
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with 
s1,Ωe =

h1

h2

=

(
|λ2|
|λ1|

) 1
2

s2,Ωe =
h2

h3

=

(
|λ3|
|λ2|

) 1
2

where

C1,Ωe = 3pC0s1,Ωes
2
2,Ωe
×
(
||u′||L∞ (Ωe)

u′TOL

)p
× |λ3|p, C2,Ωe = C−1

0
1

s1,Ωes
2
2,Ωe

and

β
1

2
3 (p+3) = N−1

Ω′h

∑
Ωe∈Ωh


(

1∫
Ωe
C2,ΩedΩe

) 1
2
3 (p+3)

∫
Ωe

C2,Ωe

[
2p+ 3

3
C1,Ωe

] 1
2
3 (p+3)

dΩe


Finally, the above solution gives the mesh sizes in the 3 directions that

define the metric field on each element. These mesh sizes are computed with
respect to a fixed number of elements NΩ′h

.

4.2. Isotropic mesh adaptation with the subscales error estimator

The first use of the subscales error estimator computed in Section 3 is
for an isotropic mesh adaptation. Referring to [42] and from a theoretical
convergence point of view, we know that the error is linked to the local mesh
size h according to the following relation:

||u′||L∞(Ω) ≈ C.hk+1 (46)

where C is independent of the element size. In our case, using linear elements,
we have:

||u′||L∞(Ω) ≈ C.h2 (47)

To control the mesh size of our adaptive process, the user has to give a
tolerance value ||u′tol||L∞ so that the local mesh size stays above an acceptable
bound. In fact, this tolerance corresponds to the desired error that the user
wants to obtain on the mesh. For example, in a pointwise error estimation,
||u′tol||L∞ is the tolerated error at each control point inside the element. Re-
ferring to [43], we can write the tolerated pointwise error as a scalar positive
value u′TOL:

||u′tol||L∞ = u′TOL (48)

Starting from here, we can consider three strategies to adapt the mesh.
Indeed, we can decide to either:
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1. uniformly distribute the desired local error norm over the old mesh or,
2. uniformly distribute the desired local error norm over the new mesh

or,
3. uniformly distribute the desired pointwise error.

In this paper, we will use the 2nd mesh adaptation strategy for the
element-wise computation of the error estimator (i.e. the one using sta-
bilizing parameters); and the 3rd mesh adaptation strategy for the pointwise
computation of the error estimator (i.e. the one using bubble functions).

For the 3rd strategy, still referring to [43], we write the relationship be-
tween the error and the tolerance in a uniform pointwise error distribution:(

hnew
h

)2

=
u′TOL
u′

(49)

where hnew is the size of the new mesh (after mesh adaptation), u′ is the
estimated error.

Then, we build the isotropic metric tensor:

Hiso = RΛRT = |λ|e1 ⊗ e1 + ...+ |λ|ed ⊗ ed (50)

with

|λ| = 1

h2
new

=
||u′||L∞(Ωe)

u′TOL
× 1

h2
(51)

where R is the orthogonal matrix built with the eigenvectors (ei)i=1,d of
HR(uh(x)).

Here, the eigenvalues λ of the metric are equal in all directions. Therefore,
the mesh will be adapted isotropically. However, we keep the eigenvectors of
HR(uh(x)) in the definition of Hiso. Thus, we keep the element’s orientation
prescribed by the recovered Hessian matrix. Finally, the re-meshing strategy
is the same that the one described in Section 4.1. In particular, as we apply an
isotropic re-meshing, the stretching factors (si,Ωe)16i6d−1 between the mesh
sizes (hi,Ωe)16i6d are equal to 1.

4.3. Combination of subscales error estimator with anisotropic mesh adap-
tation

The second use of the subscales error estimator computed in Section 3 is
for an anisotropic mesh adaptation. In this section, we propose to combine
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both the coarse scales error indicator and the subscales error estimator. To
do so, we derive a new metric that allows to take into account the anisotropic
variations of the solution on the mesh but also relies on the subscales error
estimator previously computed.

We first consider the previous anisotropic local error indicator define in
Eq. (44) and recalled here:

ηΩe = d|Ωe|
1
p |λd(x0)|h2

d

Then, going back to the previous section, we write:

h2
d,new

h2
d

=
u′TOL

||u′||L∞(Ωe)

Now, the unknown of the re-meshing problem is hd,new. In fact, we want
the new mesh size to take into account the error estimator of the subscales.
Thus, we propose a new anisotropic local error indicator:

ηΩe,new = d|Ωe|
1
p × |λd(x0)| × ||u

′||L∞(Ωe)

u′TOL
× h2

d,new (52)

From here, we can define the new anisotropic metric tensor as:

Hnew
aniso = RΛRT =

||u′||L∞(Ωe)

u′TOL
|λ1|e1⊗e1 + ...+

||u′||L∞(Ωe)

u′TOL
|λd|ed⊗ed (53)

Doing so, we keep the anisotropic effects from the solution variations but we
isotropically scale this effect by the subscales error estimator.

With this new error indicator, we solve the same optimization problem
of Eq. 45 with the unknown hd,new. The optimal mesh is obtained exactly in
the same way but using ηΩe,new as functional. Consequently, the optimization
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problem becomes:

Find hΩe,new = {h1,Ωe,new, ..., hd,Ωe,new}, Ωe ∈ Ωh that minimizes the cost function:

F (hΩe,new) =
∑

Ωe∈Ωh

(ηΩe,new)p

under the constraint:

NΩ′h
= C−1

0

∑
Ωe∈Ωh

∫
Ωe

d∏
i=1

1

hi,Ωe,new

dΩe

where C0 is the volume of a regular tetrahedron and Ω′h is the new triangulation.
(54)

Following the same proof that Mesri et al. in [5], the solution of this new
optimization problem becomes:

Theorem 2. For d = 3, the optimization problem (54) has a unique solution
and it is given by:

h3,Ωe,new =

[
β

(2p+3)
3

C1,Ωe,new

∫
Ωe

C2,ΩedΩe

] 1
2(p+3)

h2,Ωe,new = s2,Ωeh3,Ωe,new

h1,Ωe,new = s1,Ωes2,Ωeh3,Ωe,new

with 
s1,Ωe =

h1

h2

=

(
|λ2|
|λ1|

) 1
2

s2,Ωe =
h2

h3

=

(
|λ3|
|λ2|

) 1
2

where

C1,Ωe,new = 3pC0s1,Ωes
2
2,Ωe
×
(
||u′||L∞ (Ωe)

u′TOL

)p
× |λ3|p, C2,Ωe = C−1

0
1

s1,Ωes
2
2,Ωe

and

β
1

2
3 (p+3) = N−1

Ω′h

∑
Ωe∈Ωh


(

1∫
Ωe
C2,ΩedΩe

) 1
2
3 (p+3)

∫
Ωe

C2,Ωe

[
2p+ 3

3
C1,Ωe,new

] 1
2
3 (p+3)

dΩe


By re-defining the optimization problem, we integrate the effect of the

subscales error estimator with respect to the constraint on the fixed number of
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elements. This new re-meshing strategy is tested on 2D and 3D benchmarks
in the next section.

5. Numerical examples

In this section, we test the effectivity and the accuracy of our new lo-
cal error indicator on 2D and 3D convection-diffusion benchmark cases in
convection-dominated regime. To do so, we start by computing the Finite
Element solution uh thanks to the SUPG scheme described in this paper.
The solution is computed on 6 different types of mesh:

• Fixed mesh: Using no mesh adaptation,

• Isotropic mesh 1: Using the isotropic metric tensor Hiso computed
with the subscales error estimator using the stabilizing parameter (see
Section 3.1),

• Isotropic mesh 2: Using the isotropic metric tensor Hiso compu-
ted with the subscales error estimator using the bubble functions (see
Section 3.2),

• Anisotropic mesh 1: Using the anisotropic metric tensor Haniso

computed without the subscales error estimator,

• Anisotropic mesh 2: Using the new anisotropic metric tensorHnew
aniso

computed with the subscales error estimator using the stabilizing pa-
rameter,

• Anisotropic mesh 3: Using the new anisotropic metric tensorHnew
aniso

computed with the subscales error estimator using the bubble functions.

For the benchmark cases 5.1 and 5.3, we have a known analytic solution
u. Thus, we can compute the exact discrete error eh = u−uh on each element
of the mesh. With this local discrete error, we compute the global L2 norm
of the error such that:

||eh||L2 =

(∫
Ω

e2
h dΩ

)1/2

(55)

For the case 5.1, we define an efficiency index Ieff for our subscales error
estimator as follow:

Ieff =
||u′||L2

||eh||L2

(56)
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5.1. Case 1: regular boundary layers in 2D

This first case has a continuous solution and regular boundary layers.
It has been studied by several authors like Zhang et al. in [44] or Hachem
et al. in [16]. We consider the domain Ω = (0, 1)2 and the velocity field
v(x, y) = (1, 1)T . Instead of a source term f = 1 like in Section 3.2.2, we
choose the source term corresponding to the following analytic solution:

u(x, y) = xy
(

1− e−
1−x
a

)(
1− e−

1−y
a

)
(57)

Thus, we have the following source term:

f(x, y) = (x+ y)
(

1− e−
1−x
a e−

1−y
a

)
+ (x− y)

(
e−

1−y
a − e−

1−x
a

)
(58)

We compute the Finite Element SUPG solution uh for two different dif-
fusion coefficients: a = {10−3; 10−4}. In addition, for practical purpose, we
define the following stretching factor:

SΩe =
h2
new

h2
=

u′TOL
||u′||L∞(Ωe)

(59)

To keep an acceptable mesh even where ||u′||L∞(Ωe) is close to zero, we have
to impose a lower bound for the stretching factor SΩe . We decide that, from
an iteration to the other, the size of the element should not increase of more
than 10 times the previous one. Therefore, the condition: SΩe > 0.01 is
applied.

The effectivity index for the two ways of computation of the error esti-
mator is given on Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Effectivity indexes for a = 10−3 and a = 10−4

The first observation that can be made concerning the efficiency index
Ieff is that for the two different Peclet numbers and for the different mesh
sizes considered, our efficiency index Ieff stays close to 1. Therefore, we can
say that our error estimator is effective for all configurations. Secondly, we
observe that the error estimation computed with bubble functions is more
effective than the one computed with stabilizing parameters which overes-
timates the error. Finally, we observe that the effectivity index Ieff gets
closer to 1 when the diffusion coefficient is reduced (i.e. when the element
Peclet number increases). This finding is in accordance with the convection-
dominated regime assumption.

Now that we have confirmed the effectivity of our error estimation, we
can use this estimation in the mesh adaptation. To analyze the mesh con-
vergence of uh, we compute uh for 6 different mesh sizes: 2 000, 20 000, 40
000, 60 000, 80 000 and 100 000 elements.

The distributions of the discrete error eh are presented on Figure 4. The
corresponding meshes for each error distribution are given below. On this
figure, the case corresponds to a diffusion coefficient of a = 10−3. Mesh
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adaptation is under a constraint of 20 000 elements and the figures are re-
spectively:

• Figure 4.(a) corresponding to the Fixed mesh,

• Figure 4.(b) corresponding to the Isotropic mesh 1,

• Figure 4.(c) corresponding to the Isotropic mesh 2,

• Figure 4.(d) corresponding to the Anisotropic mesh 1,

• Figure 4.(e) corresponding to the Anisotropic mesh 2,

• Figure 4.(f) corresponding to the Anisotropic mesh 3.
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(𝑎) (𝑐) 𝑁 = 21 000 𝑁 = 21 927 𝑁 = 20 798 (𝑏) 

(𝑑) (𝑒) (𝑓) 𝑁 = 20 932 𝑁 = 23 834 𝑁 = 23 182 

Figure 4: Error distributions and meshes of 2D regular boundary layers for different mesh
adaptation techniques
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To begin the analysis of the results on the error distributions, we compare
the Figure 4.(a), (b) and (c). We notice that the isotropic mesh adaptation
according to our subscales error estimator reduces the error in the boundary
layer. In fact, we notice from Figure 4.(b) and (c) that the mesh is isotro-
pically adapted in the boundary layer. However, we observe that the error
stays above the prescribed tolerance u′TOL = 0.01 when we get close to the
wall. To counter this effect, anisotropic mesh adaptation is a really efficient
technique. On Figure 4.(d), we observe that the anisotropic mesh adaptation
makes it possible for the error to go under the tolerance. However, we still
keep an error approximately equals to the tolerance on the right top angle.

To eliminate this last part of the error, the new local error estimator pro-
posed in Section 4.3 is well adapted as one can see on Figure 4.(f). In fact, we
notice from the comparison of these 6 figures that our new local anisotropic
error indicator ηΩe,new is the best driver of mesh adaptation. We observe on
Figure 4.(e) and 4.(f) a drastic reduction of the error in the boundary layers
compared to the other mesh adaptation techniques. Therefore, the use of
the sub-scale information into the new anisotropic error indicator allows to
improve the locality of the mesh nodes with respect to the equi-distribution
of different error scales. Furthermore, we see that the equi-distribution is
optimal when the error estimator is computed with the bubble functions (see
Figure 4.(f)). To finish, we notice that the constraint of a fixed number of
elements is well respected with a deviation of less than 19% with the targeted
number of elements N .

The reduction of the error can also be observed on the results for the
global L2 norm of the error ||eh||L2 . This is true for the case a = 10−3 on
Figure 5 and the case a = 10−4 on Figure 6. As expected, the isotropic mesh
adaptation reduces the error for both cases of a. The error estimator com-
puted with bubble functions shows to be the best driver of isotropic mesh
adaptation; in particular when the number of element increases.

To increase the slope of convergence, we use anisotropic mesh adaptation.
In fact, it has been shown in a number of works (for example in [5]) that the
Hessian based anisotropic mesh adaptation leads to a convergence of order
2. This fact is highlighted in our results as we observe the increase of the
slope going from isotropic to anisotropic mesh adaptation. On Figure 5 and
6, we observe that our new anisotropic local error indicator ηΩe,new behaves
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as expected. This is the first important result of the present work. In fact,
we observe that for coarse meshes (i.e. N = 2 000 elements), the effect of the
subscales error estimator is important. This reduction is even slightly better
for the case with a = 10−4. On the latter figure, we observe that, with only
20 000 elements, we are below the error of an interpolation based anisotropic
mesh adaptation of 100 000 elements.

As the number of elements increases, we notice that the effect of the
subscales error estimator becomes less important. Indeed, the slopes of the
Anisotropic mesh 2 and Anisotropic mesh 3 cases decreases. This behavior
is expected when we acknowledge that the subscales error estimator can also
be considered as an estimation of the subscales error. Thus, when the num-
ber of element increases, the local mesh size decreases and, for this reason,
the modeled part of the solution becomes smaller.

The second important result of the present work concerns the last (Ani-
sotropic mesh 3 ) case corresponding to anisotropic mesh adaptation taking
into account the error estimator computed with bubble functions. Again,
we can state that this error estimator is the best choice to drive anisotropic
mesh adaptation in comparison with the one computed with stabilizing pa-
rameters. In addition, we notice that the subscales error estimator computed
with stabilizing terms has no effect when we reach an important number of
elements (for example: N = 100 000).
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Figure 5: Error in L2 norm with a = 10−3 for regular boundary layers in 2D
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Figure 6: Error in L2 norm with a = 10−4 for regular boundary layers in 2D

5.2. Case 2: parabolic boundary layers with recirculating convective field

For this benchmark, we consider a domain Ω = (−1, 1)2 with a non-
constant flow. The diffusion coefficient is a = 0.001. We apply a zero
source term inside the domain. The right side wall has a Dirichlet boun-
dary condition equals to 1. The other walls have a homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions. We apply a recirculating convective field defined by
v = (2y(1− x2),−2x(1− y2)) that will form boundary layers in the domain.
The SUPG solution is given on Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Numerical SUPG solution for parabolic layers with a = 10−3

This example represents the propagation of the right wall heat inside the
domain through the convective field. For this complex problem, it is difficult
to capture the structure of the boundary layer. Our goal here is to show the
efficiency of our new anisotropic error indicator in the capture of the parabolic
layer. To illustrate the latter, we plot the two different error estimators (one
computed with stabilizing parameter and the other with bubble functions) on
Figure 8. The aim of this figure is to compare the two isotropic components
of the two different error estimators. Therefore, it is sufficient to plot only
the subscales part of the error estimation. As a result, we observe that the
localization of the error is improved by the bubble functions method.
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Figure 8: Subscales error estimator computed with stabilizing parameters (left) and bubble
functions (right)

The resulting adapted meshes are presented on Figure 9. The cases (a),
(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) correspond to the same mesh adaptation techniques
than in the previous example (Case 1). On Figure 9 (b) and (e) we observe
that the isotropic and anisotropic mesh adaptation techniques follow the
localization prescribed by the error estimator based on the stabilizing para-
meter (see Figure 8). Consequently, the mesh is adapted only on a restraint
region of the parabolic boundary layer. On Figure 9(d), we observe that
the conventional Hessian based anisotropic mesh adaptation already capture
the 4 boundary layers. However, it does not take into account the sub-grid
information that can improve the anisotropic mesh adaptation. In fact, the
mesh adaptation technique using the new anisotropic local error indicator
taking into account the subscales error indicator based on bubble functions
(see Figure 9(f)) shows to be the best choice to accurately capture the 4
parabolic boundary layers.
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(𝑎) (𝑏) (𝑐) 

(𝑑) (𝑒) (𝑓) 

𝑁 = 10 991 𝑁 = 10 834 𝑁 = 10 527 

𝑁 = 10 558 𝑁 = 10 195 𝑁 = 10 375 

Figure 9: Resulting meshes for different types of mesh adaptation for the parabolic boun-
dary layers.

5.3. Case 3: regular boundary layers in 3D

This 3D benchmark case is inspired by the one in Section 5.1. It takes the
same configuration concerning velocity field, source term, boundary conditi-
ons and analytic solution with an extrusion in the z direction. However, the
convection-diffusion equation is now solved on a cubic domain Ω = (0, 1) ×
(0, 1)×(0, 1). The analytic solution is given on Figure 10. We compute the Fi-
nite Element SUPG solution uh with the 6 mesh adaptation techniques previ-
ously describe for 9 mesh sizes: N = 40 000, 80 000, 120 000, 160 000, 200 000, 300 000, 400 000, 500 000 and 600 000
elements.

As for the 2D benchmark, the error distribution corresponding of each
mesh is given on Figure 11.
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Figure 10: Analytic solution for 3D convection-diffusion equation with a = 10−3

(𝑎)     𝑁 = 200 360 (𝑏)      𝑁 = 194 045 (𝑐)    𝑁 =   198 946 

(𝑑)    𝑁 =  212 242 𝑒      𝑁 = 200 933 𝑓       𝑁 = 199 659 

Figure 11: Error distributions and meshes of 3D regular boundary layers for different mesh
adaptation techniques
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On Figure 11.(a), (b) and (c), we observe the instabilities due to the
highly convective regime. Having isotropic elements, the local mesh size in
the direction of the velocity field is too important. As said in the introduction
of this paper, we observe that anisotropic mesh adaptation is a really efficient
technique to eliminate the spurious oscillations in the boundary layer. This
is highlighted on Figure 11.(d). However, there is still a part of the error
that is not reduced on this figure. To counter this effect, we see that our new
anisotropic local error indicator ηΩe,new is, again, efficient. Also, we observe
that the constraint of a fixed number of elements is again well respected with
a deviation of less than 6% with the targeted N . Finally, the analysis on
error distribution in 2D still holds in 3D and moreover, it seems to be enforce
by adding a new dimension to the problem.

Figure 12: Error in L2 norm with a = 10−3 for regular boundary layers in 3D

The above statements on error distribution are also to be found in the
global L2 norm of the error ||eh||L2 on Figure 12. Moreover, the effects of
the subscales error estimator on anisotropic mesh adaptation is enforced in
3D. The important result here is that, with only 40 000 elements in 3D, the
error is below an interpolation based anisotropic mesh adaptation on 600 000
elements with our new anisotropic local error estimator ηΩe,new. Again, taking
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into account the sub-scale information in mesh adaptation makes it possible
to reduce drastically the error on the 3D coarse meshes. With about 20 times
less elements, we obtain the same global error ||eh||L2 .

6. Conclusions

We proposed a new a posteriori error estimator based on the Variational
Multiscale method for anisotropic adaptive fluid mechanics problems. This
new error estimator is defined with the combination of both (i) an interpo-
lation based anisotropic error indicator and (ii) a subscales error estimator.
The results show that this combination allows to obtain highly precise so-
lutions with much less elements in comparison with other mesh adaptation
techniques. Furthermore, the definition of a new re-meshing optimization
problem allows us to include the sub-grid information in mesh adaptation
with respect to the constraint of a fixed number of elements.

The subscales error estimator is computed with two different methods
and the results show that one using bubble functions is better suited to drive
both isotropic and anisotropic mesh adaptation. In fact, the localization of
the residual subscales error is better established with the latter.

This work shows that this new anisotropic mesh adaptation strategy is
capable of dealing with boundary layers of convection-diffusion problems as-
sociated with high Peclet number flows in 2D and 3D. It is therefore a pro-
mising idea to simulate complex CFD aerothermal problems.
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